
ALCOHOL INK WORKSHOP – SUPPLY LIST (Beginner-Intermediate class) 

 
ALCOHOL INKS 

There are two common brands, Pinata & Jim Holtz Ranger Adirondack.  
 

They are both sold individually or in packs. The Pinata comes has two different Exciter Packs, which is 

really nice.  The VAC has both for sale in their Art & Supply store. 
 

Ranger comes in 3 packs, so just choose colors that you like.  

 

There are also a few new brands popping up. As long as it says alcohol ink, they will all work together.  
 

*Please be aware that Pinata also sells an Exciter pack that looks just like ink but it is acrylic - If you find 

it under $15, then it's the wrong one.  
 

I know the VAC has been stocking up in the Art & Supply store so there should be plenty available. In 

addition to the VAC Art & Supply Store, inks are available at Joann.com, and locally in small supply at 
Michaels & Hobby Lobby.  

 

PAPER  

I think Yupo paper works the best - it is available in 5 x 7, 9 x 12 & 11 x 14 pads. I would suggest buying 
the 11 x 14 pads - you can always cut them until you feel more comfortable.  The VAC also carries Yupo 

in their supply store now.  

If you're feeling adventurous you can buy large individual pieces at jerrysartarama.com or you can buy it 
by the roll.  

 

Yupo can be pricey. Some (BUT NOT ALL) photo paper will mimic Yupo. I have found that "Kirland 
Signature Professional Glossy Inkjet Photo Paper" works very well - quite similar to Yupo, so if you have 

time to order you can find this on Amazon. I don't think they sell it locally.  

 

TILES  
Ink works great on slick surfaces, like tiles. The white, glossy tiles from Home Depot or Lowes work very 

well. Bring as much tile as you like but at least bring (4) glossy white 4 x 4" tiles (they're about 16 cents 

each). Try different sizes for a different look.  
 

OTHER STUFF 

91% Alcohol *Be sure it's 91%, NOT 70!  

 
The rest of the items can be purchased at Dollar Tree.  

• Small spray bottle  

• Wax paper  
• Plastic wrap  

• Gloves (If you don't want to get your hands dirty)  

• Apron or painting clothes  
• A few small, inexpensive paintbrushes, including a fan brush if you have one 

• Scissors  

• Plastic Tablecloth  

• Paper Towels  
• Stencils (if you have some) - I will also be sharing mine  

 

Please feel free to email me (jilltheartist@comcast.net) if you have any questions or concerns 


